Since 2015 an increasing number of jet noise reports are reported by
residents of the Salish Sea region, using the San Juan County Aircraft
Noise Reporting Website. This document provides data broken out by
reports generated inside San Juan County and outside.
With the addition of 36 more Growlers in 2019, the region has been
bombarded. The number of noise reports in 2021 exceeds the number
reported in 2020 by 50%. As for the first four months of the year,
Jan/April 2022 reports are 60% higher than those reported in 2021.

IT’S COME TO THIS...
“Here, despite a gargantuan administrative record, covering nearly
200,000 pages of studies, reports, comments, and the like, the Navy
selected methods of evaluating the data that supported its goal of
increasing Growler operations. The Navy did this at the expense of
the public and the environment, turning a blind eye to data that
would not support this intended result. Or, to borrow the words of
noted sports analyst Vin Scully, the Navy appears to have used
certain statistics ‘much like a drunk uses a lamppost: for support,
not illumination.’”
December 11, 2021, Federal Magistrate J. Richard Creatura released his Report And
Recommendation to the court in State of Washington, et al., v. United States
Department of the Navy, et al., Case No. 2:19-cv-01059-RAJ-JRC, declaring that the
Navy’s 2019 decision authorizing the expansion of EA-18G “Growler” at Naval Air Station
Whidbey Island (NASWI) violated the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA).

“Regardless of whether or not you support the Navy’s mission or its
expanding presence in our public lands, waters, communities, and
in the airspace above us, it’s good to take a rational look at how we
came to have an electronic warfare range for the loudest jets on
the planet over the quietest national park in the Lower 48.” Read
this report: https://rainshadownorthwest.com/2021/11/01/theloudest-jets-in-the-quietest-park/

Jet Noise Report
March - April
2022
All comments begin on page 12.
Forks: sounding like war planes ready to drop bombs, they circle over town
numerous times. This one had an annoying high pitched whine added to the
growl. Go away!
Mt Vernon: They're relentless today. Every 20 minutes or so there's
another jet or two (or three) and the noise lasts for 2 to 5 minutes each
time. Once again locked indoors or forced to wear earplugs.
Anacortes: At home recovering from surgery- subjected to an entire day of
frequent horrendous navy warplane noise disruptions- sometimes 80-90db
inside, sometimes farther off shaking/rumbling of my home and bones.
Unhealthy place Anacortes Wednesday.
Coupeville: The growlers have hammered Coupeville today starting at 10:00
this morning. It’s now 9:53 pm and they’re still at OLF. We are sick of the
incessant noise.
Camano: No peace for residents on Camano tonight. Growlers need to do
this flying in remote location. Not above densely populated area
Lopez: Around 10:35am. April 20. South Lopez. Zoom call disrupted as my
attention was diverted to my home shaking from jet roar from Whidbey.
Words cannot convey how much it feels like an earthquake.
If you want to know what it *feels* like at my house right now, go buy a
bunch of powerful subwoofers and a big amp. Record the sound of a
ShopVac and play it full volume. Keep turning it up until your sternum
vibrates. Test your blood pressure.

Report excessive jet noise: https://www.quietskies.info/access-thecounty-report-site

INSIDE THIS REPORT:

Listen to
the jet noise that we
hear in our region:
https://sounddefensea
lliance.org/growlervideos-audio/
The Navy dismisses
noise data:
https://f4be68e42f42-4ce8-b4c06fb1e95c8ac6.filesusr.
com/ugd/f9226a_2de
6debbab2a4dfd82245
1c6f6a3a75b.pdf

Annual Comparisons
Monthly Comparisons
Reports by Type of Noise
Reports by Day
Noise by Time of Day
Map of Report Locations
Comments submitted with each report, revealing human impacts

The San Juan County Aircraft Noise Reporting website was approved in 2014 by the
County Council for people to have a reliable place for recording their reports and
comments. Data reports began in 2015.
gis.sanjuanco.com/aircraft-noise-reporting

In October, 2019, permission was given for people outside of San Juan County to use
this noise reporting website. We are seeing an increasing number of reports from the
wider region. This report is compiled by Quiet Skies:
https://www.quietskies.info/

Join our Mailing List. Contact Quiet Skies
QuietSkiesSanJuan@gmail.com
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Jet Noise Reports - All Locations
2015 - 2021
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Reports in 2021
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from 2020.
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This chart provides some background to the history of noise reporting.
Jet noise reporting began in 2014 when San Juan County implemented a website for reporting jet noise. Data collection began in 2015. In
the Fall, 2019, access was expanded to people outside of San Juan County enabling them to enter jet noise reports with the result that
the number of noise reports is increasing, as has the number of aircraft at NASWI. This chart provides the simple totals of all noise
reports in the database since 2015 through 2021.
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Comparing Jet Noise Reports by Location
2019, 2020, 2021
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In 2019 the noise report website expanded beyond San Juan County. With difference in flight paths and
population it’s not surprising that communities such as Whidbey Island are making more noise reports than San
Juan County. The maps on pages 10 and 11 indicate the impact of the Growlers is felt throughout the islands.
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Total Jet Noise Reports
All Locations January-April, 2022
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Jet Noise Reports by Location
March-April
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In 2019 the noise report website expanded beyond San Juan County. With difference in flight paths and
population it’s not surprising that communities such as Whidbey Island are making more noise reports than San
Juan County. The maps on pages 10 and 11 indicate the impact of the Growlers is felt throughout the islands.
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Jet Noise Reports by Type of Noise
INSIDE San Juan County

Jet Noise Reports by Type of Noise
OUTSIDE San Juan County
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Jet Noise Reports By Day March-April
OUTSIDE San Juan County

Jet Noise Reports By Day March-April
INSIDE San Juan County
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Note the variation in noise experienced by month, day and location. The Navy persists in using “annual noise
averaging,” significantly underestimating the impact of jet noise. There is no "average" noise felt by residents in
this region. The noise is variable and unpredictable.
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Jet Noise Reports by the Hour
March and April
INSIDE San Juan County

Jet Noise Reports by the Hour
March and April
OUTSIDE San Juan County
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For example, submissions that report noise 11:00 am through 11:59am are clustered in the 11 o'clock hour.
Note the variation in noise experienced during the day and night and in different locations. The Navy persists in
using “annual noise averaging,” significantly underestimating the impact of jet noise. There is no "average" noise
felt by residents in this region. The noise is variable and unpredictable.
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Referred to as the “dot map”, this picture of
the Aircraft Noise Reporting Map offers a
view of noise reports in the region, for the
period of August 2019-April 2022.
This map is reduced to fit this page. Thus, the
reproduction of the colored dots, which
signify the locations of noise reports, visually
minimizes the actual number of reports since
the dots overlay other dots, often hundreds
of them.
This map represents 24,699 reports since
August, 2019.
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This is a “heat map”, indicating the intensity
of jet noise reports within impacted areas. It
is helpful to view this with the “dot map” on
the previous page. This map represents jet
noise reports for the period of August 2019April 2022.
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Comments Submitted with March and April 2022 Reports
NOTES:
Some reports indicate decibel level. Lawnmowers, for example, generally produce 90 dB. How would you like to have that running inside your
home? Noise over 70 dB for a prolonged period of time is harmful to your ears and can cause permanent hearing damage. Noise over 120 dB can
cause immediate harm to your ears.
Some of the people who submit a noise report also list their home address or phone number or e-mail. In this report, those personal identifiers
are deleted/modified, as are expletives. Some reports do not include comments.

I put my rangefinder on one of them. They're flying at 450 ft directly above
my house.
Jets have been flying for hours. It is constant and very loud. Ear plugs, noise
canceling headphones and TV does not block it out. It is nearing 11:30 PM.
How can we function like this? They are at war with the community.
I’m crying. It’s impossible to escape the noise— they’re there when you
wake up and will keep you up late at night. This isn’t a pleasant life to live—
there’s no respite from the stress from jet noise.
Working at home while jets fly VERY low over the house, dB levels up to 95
in the house which means close to 120 outside. A phone call came in, it was
difficult to hear even with earbuds. Imagine what it's like for outdoor
workers & kids in school.
SE LOPEZ, APR 13, 2022, Wed: 3pm - 11pm.
8 hours of near constant
screaming, roaring , blasting and shaking. Our homes are not places of
refuge. The Navy and Murray and Larsen have committed our region to
being a WAR TRAINING ZONE. Shame!
84db Nine reports over 80db today. This is my own government doing this.
I can't believe it.

SE Lopez, 17 Mar 22, Thur: Startlingly LOUD ROARS - intermittent - all day 8AM -5:43pm. 8am-75 decibels, 10:31am-82 dB, 10,52am -88.5 dB, 12 12:07pm 85 95 dB inside house., 4:37pm - 100+ decibels outside, More and
more from 5:15 - 5:43pm. Hideous
My 6 month old can't take naps during the day when these pilots are flying
directly over my house so close I can see the pilots. This is insane.
This is my worst experience in a campground ever. From morning to night
the jets have been relentless. Nature is supposed to be peaceful
Sounds like the world is exploding to the south of us in Anacortes- near the
ferry. Truly horrid sounds of navy warplanes. Thursday afternoon civilian
abuse by the navy
I am a teacher. Loud constant noise = impossible to relax / sleep @ a
reasonable hour. Quiet time in neighborhoods is 10 PM enforceable by
county law. WHY is it legal for the military to disrupt the well-being of the
people it is supposed to protect?
10:16am, 4/18. S Lopez. AGAIN. Disruptive loud rumbling jet noise from
12

Whidbey. These loud jets are NOT RIGHT for a populated area. Legislators
lack the guts to face this. Unable to do the right thing & move these jets
where they are not disruptive.
Goes away, comes back, goes away, comes back, Goes away, comes back,
goes away, comes back, Goes away, comes back, goes away, comes back,
Goes away, comes back, goes away, comes back, Goes away, comes back,
goes away, comes back.....

Unfortunate to hear the growlers flying over while on a peaceful walk with
grandkids. Obviously no where near oak harbor where they are based.
Loud. Expect another at least one at 11:30 pm; comes every night and
wakes me up
Unsettling to hear the jets on South Whidbey more and more often. The
noise lasts for a good minute and leaves me feeling anxious each time.

FULL AFTERBURNER SHAKING WALLS

enough is enough. last night, the night before, and now during the day ...

Hoped to sleep in after yesterday's jet noise until 10 pm but alas. Massive
take off noise 8:41 am. Again at 8:42. And 8:45. No end in sight for this.
Decided we will be selling our beloved home. So much for peace and less
stress. Anxiety, depression

Two, from opposite directions and altitudes.

Arrgh!
Doing full power games right overhead.
It's dinner time and we have jets blasting us.
STILL overhead, booming and shaking the house. Just.Go.Away!

Probable Growler noise is keeping me up, preventing me from sleeping.
Persistent loud roar impedes ability to concentrate, have peace and quiet
after work.
Woke me up
Second night flying on East side of OLF. Very loud. Flew until after 11:30 last
night and expecting the same or worse tonight. It is intolerable. Keeps
people ups and we can not sleep. It affects work, school, sleep and our
grand babies.

I've been hearing the jets a frequently over Maxwelton Valley on Whidbey.
It's concerning and causes a lot of anxiety because its not something I
expected down here.

Loud rumble of jets. W not to go do home school sci nice class outside.
Canceled and came back in, can’t stay focused

Forks - Third pass is less than 10 minutes…circling out and back in again.
Directly overhead. Surely crossing into ONP!

Just getting started on some important meeting expensive training on zoom
and jets flying over. Hard to hear and hard to focus.

Forks - Second loud pass this evening with rumbles and noise, but no after
burner blast…yet. Been going on all day. Give us a break!
Forks area: Loud rumble clearly heard inside home while rain was pounding
on the metal roof…rumble strong enough to wake dog with agitation
This has this woke me up a while ago and is continuing

Jet just flew over and actually woke up the babies that were sleeping.
Air craft so low I could see every detail of the undercarriage. It’s Sunday, not
supposed to be flying. Needs to be documented. So low looks like it could
try to land next door and the field it lands at is miles away at Oak Harbor.
Sixth week in a row. My friend is moving to the coasts. Her text yesterday
was, they (the jets) are so loud today, I won’t miss the jets.

Very loud flight

Growlers doing what they do best - making noise

Two jets flew directly over my house. They were higher but still loud. It is
Saturday, not supposed to be flying.

Growlers tearing up the peace.

I hate to pin a noise complaint on the edge of potential war but it is so bad.
In addition, the concerns attack in a very populated area because the jets
and Navy are based there. This is not the place for so many reasons.

Stop the noise!
Way too loud for residential area. Need a remote location for the growlers

Unable to concentrate to read inside my home.

Very loud and painful to the ears. Get the growlers out of this residential
area.

So loud and disruptive to life on camano island. They need to find remote
location for these noisy growlers

It is reverberating through my house and my body like being at a rock
concert. But this is just painful. How can they keep doing this?

I'm trying to enjoy a quiet evening at home. You're wrecking it.

Get the damn noisy growlers away from my home

People are trying to relax in their homes. Please stop.

I can't even leave my house this is so loud.

"Too loud and too late. Let those poor pilots get some sleep, not to mention
the rest of us.
Please send the Growlers to Ukraine where they can do some good. They're
extremely annoying and in fact illegal here.
People are trying to live here. Get the growlers out of here
Is this ever going to stop. My ears are ringing
Shook windows
Stop the torcher. These damn growlers need to go to less populated area
God how can this level of noise being unleashed on residential area by the
growlers even be legal.
Touch and go landing noise is unbearable. The noise inside my house is
terrible .
This torture of Americans in there homes has got to stop. Find a remote
location to fly these noisy jets

Get the God damn growlers out of here. So loud and painful
Growlers making life below hell on earth
Another noisy morning with growlers flying
Growlers tearing up the sky and the eardrums of everyone below
Ear shattering fly over
Hell comes to our house in the form of growlers. Not sure they could have
designed a noisier airplane if they tried
Geez the growlers are delivering a high volume deafening beating to
residents below.
Growler noise ruining another day.
Forks - sounding like war planes ready to drop bombs, they circle over town
numerous times. This one had an annoying high pitched whine added to the
growl. Go away!
Stop the madness. Flying growlers above residential homes is torcher.

Damn loud growlers need a new place to fly. Water boarding Americans
from the air

Two aircraft. Sucks.

Wow very loud growler going overhead

When the hell is this growler noise going to stop. We have taken all we can
of this torture

This is total madness. Get the damn growlers out of here. How about
sending them to el centro which is not a densely populated area. Perfect

It was such a nice evening until the growlers started making ear shattering
noise

Damn loud growlers. Get them the hell out of here

It’s after 11pm on a Wednesday and the jets are still divebombing
Coupeville.

Growler noise ruining another day for those living here
Another day in growler hell starting off with noisy flyby
Growlers flying much of the evening making noise the disturbs life below
80db And it's only 1:30.
80db This was the 18th flight I bothered to measure. For God's sake stop it.
81db Oh well, less in taxes will be good.

Growler flying by - really loud and painful to the ears
Another ear shattering growler flyby.
Loud and deafening growlers
It was such a peaceful evening and then the growlers showed up and
blasted us with jet noise

81db Same garden, same noise.

Growlers doing what they do best. Making unbelievable noise and distress
to those trying to live below

82db Filing with the assessor to get my taxes lowered because the jet noise
has lowered my property value.

No peace for residents on Camano tonight. Growlers need to do this flying
in remote location. Not above densely populated area

86db Hit the afterburners at the mountains. Roger.

Thunder? No growlers shattering the peace

86db I can't even keep up. Here comes some more.

I am a teacher, can’t relax or sleep b/c of constant loud noise. It is 11:41 PM
and it is illegal to make excessive noise after 10 PM in all neighborhoods .
The military is disrupting the well-being of those us use who pay them
through our taxes!!!

77db And more.
79db All day. All day. All day. I may lose it.
79db Oh, here come some more.
79db This is my 10th report. And I just wrote my first letter to my senator.
80db Im just trying to do some quite gardening. But no.
81db Its going to be a loud day.

"The Sound of Freedom" is not jet noise but the total cessation of jet noise
which will preserve the pastoral setting where we live.
"Another example of the mindless application of military authoritarianism
by destroying the quality of life with excessive Growler jet noise of the
inhabitants living on the ground.

Extremely intolerably loud. NAS Whidbey with your Growler jet noise you
use inappropriate destructive force on the civilian population.

Stop flying here. Stop stressing us out with your jet noise. Get the hell out
of the OLF Coupeville area! Stop destroying our quality of life.

Get your garbage Growler jets out and the noise and toxins of my living
space! Stop flying near OLF Coupeville!

"Stop flying near OLF Coupeville. Listen to this instead:

NAS Whidbey please explain your duplicity and convoluted thinking about
how are you are protecting us?
NAS Whidbey with their Growler jets continues to engage in a too-loud
noise that is an extension of their military authoritarian rationalizations that
it is ok to destroy the quality of life on the ground and deny us access to our
property!
NAS Whidbey with their Growler jets continues to engage in a too-loud
noise that is an extension of their military authoritarian rationalizations that
it is ok to destroy the quality of life on the ground and deny us access to our
property!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6mkQnbgeROY
STOP, STOP FLYING AT THIS TIME OF THE NIGHT. STOP USING OLF
COUPEVILLE! STOP DISTURBING THE PEACE!
The Growler jets with their noise destroy the pastoral quality of life. The
Navy has aligned with the worldwide culture of lies where the TRUTH
MEANS NOTHING. We see here an absolute inversion of values, where the
human being represents nothing.
The Navy should remain aware that the Growler jets with their noise
everywhere they fly destroy the quality of life in the Salish Sea Puget Sound
region. Your flights deny us access to our property.

NAS Whidbey with their Growler jets continues to engage in a too-loud
noise that is an extension of their military authoritarian rationalizations that
it is ok to destroy the quality of life on the ground and deny us access to our
property!

The Salish Sea Puget Sound region is a pastoral area and not a war zone that
is to be destroyed by the unthinking military mind that is bereft of
sensitivity to the divine spiritual essence of the place we live.

NAS Whidbey with your Growler jet noise you use inappropriate destructive
force on the civilian population.

It was such a peaceful morning until the growlers showed up with their
overwhelming noise

NAS Whidbey, with your Growler jets, please stop destroying the quality of
life where we live with their noise and our ability to access our property!

Growlers making life impossible below

NAS Whidbey, you have a moral obligation to the community to stop your
Growler noise destruction flights; & respond to emails that we send you
regarding the cessation of the harmful effects of this noise.

That amount of noise in a residential area is pure torcher to those below.
Get the damn Growlers out of here. They should do this noisy flying in
remote location not above the heads of Americans just trying to live their
lives.

Please stop your Growler jet acoustic degradation of the music in our zoom
meeting!.

What major disturbance to our lives these Growlers cause. Extremely noisy
and no where to hide from it below.

STOP FLYING HERE AT NIGHT! STOP YOUR INCESSANT FLYING NEAR OLF
COUPEVILLE!

Growlers tearing up the sky and damaging eardrums of everyone below

Geez so damn loud. Get these jets out of here to a more remote location.

Wow that was loud. Get the noisy growlers out of here

Landing practice ...

"When is the ear drum beating going to stop. Damn Growlers are in
residential area when there are so many unpopulated areas they could be
doing this training.

Off and on all morning the Growlers have conducted low overflights.

They are flying way out of their lane right over Camano vs. up the center of
Saratoga Passage where there is some distance between these noise making
growlers and the Americans below. Get the hell out of here.

Flying over again!

Loud growler flyby
Overflights and landing practice began mid-afternoon and continued until
4:45. Anticipating MORE of the same all evening! Decibel meter peaked at
89dB during overflight. Sustained average dB logged at 77dB during landing
practice.
Very loud flyby disrupting the entire area.
God I am just trying to live my life and the growlers are driving me crazy.
Get them the hell out of here
Growlers making life impossible for residents below.

Heard loudly in the house.

Flew from 7:45 to 10. Non stop- except 2 15 minute breaks. Had to turn
volume of TV up to hear it. This from 4 plus miles away where they are
actually flying. Ridiculous!
When is the punishment from above going to stop. The Growler noise is
really unbelievable. Move those jets to remote location and fly without
impact. Or fix the jets so they don't cause such devastating impact.
Another blistering ear shattering landing practice and low level fly by to
really deafening everyone trying to live here
The assault on the eardrums begins. Looks like they will be flying out of
both Ault and OLF all this week. A double header of growler noise coming
our way.

Growler overflights ALL day long. Now extending into the evening hours for
the second consecutive night! They flew until nearly midnight last night.

Exceedingly LOUD! Landing practice began at sunset with Growlers
swinging out over Saratoga Passage as they loop. Well outside their MOA
boundaries.

Very loud and nerve shattering growler flights near my house. Get them the
hell out of here!!!!!

"Landing noise uninterrupted since late afternoon. It continues at present
10:00PM

Growlers making noise ruining another day

Outrageous to inflict on our citizens."

Making more noise than one would think possible for such a small jet

Just going to bed- jets have started up again. Flying off and on since 7:45.
Will be hard to go to sleep with the random roar of the engines heard inside
my home 4+ miles from where they fly.

Growlers making a hell of a lot of noise starting they engines. Not even
flying yet but that is coming I can tell
Low overflights that are shockingly loud. One right after another. SE to NW

Multiple Growlers circling in landing practice. Very loud and
UNINTERRUPTED noise!

Landing practice noise!

Could hear TV as it passed over.

Another group going over!

Flying over again!

Disrupted walk- hard to converse.

Low, loud and extremely disturbing to our peaceful evening in Coupeville

Growlers making a lot of noise ending any hope of a peaceful day at home.

Potential for injury to people within/under the blast radius flight path is
high.

Ridiculous- hard to enjoy the outdoors.
Multiple passes once again ruined the day. How is it possible that so many
rules/laws put into place to protect Americans, can just be ignored and
exemptions given???
Too much noise!!!
Government authorized domestic terrorism
Completely ruined the afternoon and shattered my nerves!!!
Can’t sleep. Worked a long shift and need to again tomorrow.
Super loud flyover! Could hear it over our loud music. - Coupeville, Whidbey
the last 2 hours have had low rumbling and persistent vibration
I was driven indoors to avoid injury due to acoustic shock trauma. Tinnitus
flared and aggravated nonetheless.
Irritating to have so much flying overhead. I don't live in the practice zone.
Density altitude = -1000 feet, acoustic energy input is enormous
they are now on their 2nd circuit -flying overhead- drove our little house
guests, 2 & 5, indoors while wanting to play outside- drove up from Oregon,
just to play here! A repeat of 2 nights ago-beginning at 8pm. Feeling captive
in my own home
Commercial site. Stopping communication. Hard to focus every time a jet
flies over. It’s like an interruption and start over every time.
So loud it stops business as they fly over. Training, interviews and customer
calls.

Over town in Coupeville again, smashing our peace
Jet after Jet after Jet, they fly over the top of Coupeville terrorizing us!!!!!!!
Noise - overhead- inside house.
High and directly over Coupeville, blasting our peace to oblivion
Operating at the OLF for over an hour non-stop, it’s impossible to escape
this horrible deafening sound.
Cannot sleep with the damn navy jets flying over Coupeville at 10pm at
night!!!!
Constant noise.... flyovers and OLF ... one after another.
Navy Growler Jet noise is ruining our lives, this is not hyperbole. We are
subjected to this skull penetrating noise 5 days a week, it's terrorism plain
and simple by our own US military.
Again and again we in Coupeville get pummeled by the Navy Growler jets.
We are absolutely sick and tired of being subjected to this torture!!!!!
Flying again directly over the town of Coupeville. Loud, obnoxious and
extremely disrespectful of the citizens of this community.
woke again from sleeping. There is no way to insulate a home from this
dreadful sound. How are people who work nights supposed to sleep?
Navy EA-18G aircraft sent people on the ground running for shelter for
safety from acoustic emissions.

Absolutely unbelievable and unacceptable to have to endure this level of
terrorizing sound. Operations at OLF.
This is awful, operations at the OLF are shattering our peace. Absolutely
shattering our peace.

Just another day of Growler noise.
Multiple flyovers low and LOUD
Non stop growler noise for over an hour now from OLF. Nothing new, but
it’s still horrible and nerve grating. It goes in and in and on….

Another growler flying over town of Coupeville destroys our peace. What
do we have a military for if we are to suffer daily from their existence?

So damn loud tonight!! Please STOP!!

The stress that the noise from growler jets cannot be understated.
Residents in Coupeville are being terrorized by this daily onslaught of
deafening noise.

The growlers have hammered Coupeville today starting at 10:00 this
morning. It’s now 9:53 pm and they’re still at OLF. We are sick of the
incessant noise.

Woke from sleep while recovering from illness by the terrorizing sound of
growler jets. We in Coupeville are inundated 5 days a week by this
unacceptable destruction of our peace.

The noise has been non stop for several hours now, Coupeville, Friday 12:41
pm

10 pm…. they’re still flying and it’s loud as hell! Madness.

They’re out at the OLF tonight. Horrible noise, round and round they go…
grating on nerve and body.

2:13 pm. The growlers have been at it here in Coupeville since 8:41 am this
morning. NON STOP BOMBARDMENT OF HORRIBLE NOISE. Can't go
outside, wearing noise canceling earphones inside only marginally deadens
the noise. Work is constantly disrupted.

Windows rattling and walls vibrating as the growlers fly over town. OVER
AND OVER AGAIN!

Constant LOUD jet noise coming from OLF. No one should have to live under
this kind of pounding noise.

Too loud

Growlers flying at OLF for better part of the day. Walls of the house
vibrating and dishes rattling multiple times throughout the day.
Growlers typically start flying at 9am. Over the past few days, they've
started around 8am. I used to be able to rely on this quiet time for a
peaceful morning walk before work. No more.
Horrible metal scraping, wooshing and general LOUD jet noise coming from
OLF - trying to work, can't concentrate.
HORRIBLE!!!!!!

13 miles away, hearing growler engine run ups from Ault Field on a Sunday
night in Coupeville 9:30 pm.

It’s past their fly time. They need to stop. They are ruining the Island
Last I checked 2:15 isn’t Early Afternoon. Kids are still in school for gods
sakes.
Very loud. I almost had to plug my ears inside my own house. I want them
gone
It’s 11pm why are they flying so late
Sorry forgot to set my location. Disregard the last report. “So loud, so low,
so annoying”

How is it I’m inside the house and I have ringing in my ear. They are flying
way too low today. In fact I don’t want them to fly at all

Flying directly over my house non stop for hours now. Rattles the dishes and
I can't even hear the tv in my living room.

I want them gone.

Growlers are frequent low and loud. This not only is ruining my life but also
is freaking out the pets.

Density Altitude: minus -1200 feet
Horrible and low flying jets over town of coupeville since 3:30 today and still
ongoing after 2 hours! STOP!!!
Still flying touch and go at 11 pm. Kids can’t sleep. Elders can’t sleep. This is
the way USN treats US citizens.

Many Growlers flying low and slow today. Most breaking 100 dbs. This is
damaging to our hearing. Please Stop!!!
Flyover

300’ over our house. Flight path E to WSW. Wheels down. 105 dB on dB X
Pro app.

After 9:00 pm and again the Growlers after dark, seems like more flights
lately and I'm just really tired of the way the Navy disrupts the entire North
Sound. This training is incapable here--years of serious impact. Where's the
peace and quiet?

"1:06 p.m. Directly over house w/in 300’ of roof. Wheels down. Flight path
SSE TO NNE.

The Growlers specifically are too loud over populated areas for prolonged
periods

110 dB on Decibel X Pro."

Why so loud? I can’t talk with anyone on the phone

Loud , deafening at IGA.

Why are they flying right above Deception Pass State Park?

Another wave of extreme noise while walking.

You do know campgrounds have no protection from jet noise? Because
tents do nothing? Please consider that before doing flyovers for hours on
end

Two growlers flying overhead super loud
Long deafening noise walking to store.
Deafening noise walking into QFC.
Loud!! Just stepped out from a hair cut.
Geez that was loud. Get the damn growlers out of here
Oak harbor wa
Jet noises that rattled the house and woke up my children at 9 pm on
Sunday night. F*** these people.

A moment of silence today is such a rarity— it’s the worst I’ve ever heard it.
My noise cancelling headphones can’t stop how loud the Growlers are
The military should pay to have every house under the flight path soundproofed because this noise is never ending and deafening loud
I woke up to Growlers. I stayed home today and did not get any break at all
from the loud Growlers right over my head from 8AM until now at 7:45PM
when they’re still going. Please. Seriously. Change up your routes because
I’m an anxious mess.
I can’t even hear myself think…. Too loud

Low flying growler aircraft impacting my gardening
Extremely loud noise from growler with gear down.

I really hope you actually take action through these statistics. There have
been at least 20 flyovers in the past 20 minutes of which I’ve had to cover
my ears due to loudness. Which is ironic because I’m in a campground

Low flying growler aircraft

My music is full blast. The Growlers are louder

Please stop flying Growlers (Growlers are the problem) over residential
houses

They literally make me flee my house…. And it’s my weekend! I want to stay
home!

Right above the house 9PM on a Friday

Day 2 of non-stop jet noise from 8am until late night (9pm) above the
campground.

Not above campgrounds!

Past 10PM and I can still hear planes

I can’t watch TV— I can’t hear it. I can’t read— I can’t concentrate. I can’t
talk to friends- it’s too loud. All I can do is listen to jet noise. This non-stop
Growler traffic is restricting my life

From 7AM until 10:40PM…… somethings wrong with this. Restrictions are
needed!

Please limit the flying over time in one area— it’s been non-stop deafening
for 30 minutes now

A solid 12 hours of Growler noise. This is hell

Should not be allowed at Deception Pass Park

Second night in a row Growlers have been flying low over houses past 9

The Growlers are so low/loud that my noise cancelling headphones don’t
even work. That is not okay. I get needing practice…… but not over houses
where people can’t escape

Flying way too low over my house

STOP FLYING OVER RESIDENTIAL AREAS SO LATE AT NIGHT!!!
There’s a cycle of jets going right above and so late at night! Unreal!
Too loud. Hearing loss

This is a campground. I have no protection from the jet noise. Stop flying
over

Way too low above house

Why do they fly so low? Don’t you have respect for us?

Not above campgrounds

Why over campground?

Woke me up from sleeping in

Get rid of Growlers— bring back the old jets. Technology is regressing if jet
noise gets louder not quieter

We haven’t had a day of peace in months, even when there was a scheduled
“break” for two weeks. Unacceptable
If I have to cover my ears and run inside, it’s too loud

If at all possible, please only fly non-Growlers when inevitably flying over
parks/houses. Even when low, they’re much more quiet versus the
deafening noise from the Growlers.

How about flying over no people?

Please only fly low with Growlers when not over houses/buildings.

Right above the house very low
The sky is screaming
They’re giving me anxiety attacks
Too low
If you want to know what it *feels* like at my house right now, go buy a
bunch of powerful subwoofers and a big amp. Record the sound of a
ShopVac and play it full volume. Keep turning it up until your sternum
vibrates. Test your blood pressure.
Had to drop the gardening tools and put my hands over my ears until the
Navy jets passed. Sounded like there were more following so I went
indoors. The Navy jets are incompatible with life.
What the hell?! I get the Navy needs to fly low while practicing their
landings, but do they really need to touch their bellies to the ground over
the rest of Mt. Vernon? These jets are way way too loud to be doing that!
Runup Ault
Much too loud
Flying
Very loud, disturbing my home and I have a dishwasher, tv on and two fans.
Windows vibrated.
Near constant extremely loud noise today. Measured 85dBc (mostly low
frequency). Not going to wreck my hearing, but absolutely well past the
level where you'd need to plug your ears.
Wanted to work outside today, but it's one of those "Bad Navy Days". Back
in the house with earplugs in.
Cntinuingfligjts
Much too loud

Non-Stop noise over the Deception Pass State park!! I could hardly hear
anyone talking next to me because of how loud the jets were and we never
got a whole minute of silence from 7:30 to late in the evening. Every 30
seconds they flew by.
On the phone and have to keep apologizing. "Sorry, a jet was going by. Can
you repeat that?" Why is the Navy operating the world's loudest jets in
densely populated areas when better options are available?
Along the south of Lopez Island and San Juan Island heading west over
water. It was flying slow and very very loud. You couldn’t have a
conversation until it passed. It was quite disruptive
Growlers have been polluting the skies with their noise all afternoon and
are still going at it
Double flyover, couldn’t even hear my headphones through the duration
Extremely loud south Lopez.
Jets flying over South Lopez
Low, loud, South Lopez
Second low pass over south Lopez
Two or more jets over south lopez
9:12 pm. Would like to go to bed but it is too loud. Very stressful, unsettling.
Thinking of selling our home. Came to island for peace and this happens too
frequently without schedule. Flights directly overhead. Navy doesn't care.
No end in sight.
Almost 8 pm and the jets continue. In the background non-stop and
periodically quite loud. Not peaceful, stressful. Creating anxiety for myself,
family, and my pets. Should not be in such a populous and environmentally
sensitive area. RELOCATE JETS.

DIRECT FLY OVER ABOVE OUR HOUSE AND PROPERTY. It's been a long day
of flights, 2 jets at least flew overhead. Noise was deafening, painful, and
we could hear nothing except jet. Unbearably loud. Weird since we are
"outside" of the fly zone.
Jets still continue at 7:20 pm. Would be nice not to have to hear them
through dinner and afterward. It's been a long day of NOISE. Incredibly
disruptive and impactful on wildlife and livestock. Stressful for people. Not
peaceful. Relocate the jets.
Must be flying right over head. UNBEARABLY loud. 8:03 pm. Would like to
climb in bed but cannot sleep with this kind of noise. What a depressing
experience to deal with this kind of noise ALL DAY LONG.
Loud rumble, go to Ukraine
"SE Lopez, 1 Mar 22, Tue: 7:05am - 12:30pm - Final BLAST at 6:45pm
Another day of zero
FCLP's scheduled. The timing and the roaring sounded exactly like FCLP's. "
SE Lopez, 2 Mar 22, Wed: 9:45am - 1pm Almost constant ROARING - and
again, a day with no FCLP's scheduled. Periods of SOLID NOISE and
VIBRATION. The seals on our windows are breaking! Will the Navy replace
them?
Cattle Point, SJI
"Much too loud in living room
Move growlers to Poland"
Cape Saint Mary area, Lopez Island, Washington. Extreme noise disrupted
important phone call.
Loud all day. Especially loud in the evening. Very disruptive.
Low flying growler aircraft
Low flying growler aircraft

Low flying growler aircraft
Get outa here, Go to Poland
"3 flew over the house about a minute apart starting at 11:15. Noise was
annoying but not as bad as sometimes.
Could not have a dinner time conversation
"Growler was so loud that I couldn't hear what I was listening to on my
headphones.
Growler came from the SW and looped around to the NE."
Absolutely unnecessary!
Very very loud heading E/SE
Extremely loud and disruptive flight overhead sounds like a growler but it’s
dark so can’t see it.
extremely loud and disruptive growler flight overhead, loud enough that
you couldn't hear normal conversation inside the house
extremely loud growler overhead, disrupting hearing anything inside the
house
"loud flights nearby, can't see them with the cloud cover but they sound like
growlers
Very loud growler flights tonight.
military scum profaning a park at low altitude, on a sunday.
"Intermittent metallic screaming of us navy warplanes- repeatedly
interrupting my attempts to work from home in Anacortes.
Mid day now- Tuesday.
Horrible sounds of war- daily here. "

Horrible noise grommet Growlers this afternoon. 3 flights over my house
thus far.

sometimes farther off shaking/rumbling of my home and bones. Unhealthy
place Anacortes Wednesday

Absolutely horrendous deep throaty rumbling roaring dominating the
landscape of an otherwise lovely spring day in Anacortes- us navy
despoiling it as usual with steady sounds of warplanes shuddering my home
this afternoon.

Another Peace Free Monday- home from work to the incredible metallic
racket of supersonic warplanes- flying low and loud. Intermittent moderate
to severe noise since I got home to Anacortes- 4-6pm so far...

Earsplitting metallic roaring for some minutes in Anacortes near the ferrywell after 9pm on a Friday. Navy abuse of Western Washington civilians.
Warplanes making threatening horrible shaking thunder- Anacortes 9pm
Friday. Such sinister sounds. Wrecking our peace.
Lazy, cloudy, damp Saturday afternoon despoiled by echoing rumbling
thunder. Threatening sounds of warplanes deeply shaking my Anacortes
home
Awful peace wrecking thunder- extremely disquieting sounds despoiling the
mid day skies in Anacortes. Monday navy abuse of civilians.
Searingly loud overflight of navy warplanes- sounds like we are being
attacked. Afternoon- Anacortes. This is abuse
Horrid explosion like sounds from the south- Whidbey, disturbing the peace
and deeply shaking my Anacortes home. Afternoon, Thursday. Very
disturbing
Horrible sounds- like multiple, repeated , ongoing explosions- deep
rumbling, shaking sounds emanating from the south on Whidbey. Shakingvibrating my Anacortes home. Mid day Tuesday. Deeply disquieting.
Ongoing terrible, deep, threatening thunder from the south- marring the
peace, shaking the earth and absolutely tormenting civilians farther south.
Going on for hours on a Monday afternoon- Anacortes
At home recovering from surgery- subjected to an entire day of frequent
horrendous navy warplane noise disruptions- sometimes 80-90db inside,

Yet another extremely loud navy warplane flyover in Anacortes, near the
ferry. Drowning out everything else one could hear. Could never sleep
through such screaming. Navy abuse of Western Washington civilians.
Monday evening.
"Rumbling/deep shaking from the south- can feel it/hear it here disquieting
us deeply and know the navy is PUMMELING points south- off and on all
day. Anacortes.
unconscionable harm with no regard for civilians"
This is ridiculous! Stay away from populated areas!
More flyovers....circling Fisherman Bay slowly.....very loud and disruptive.
multiple flyovers slightly east of me that were loud enough so I had to cover
my ears....very disrupting.
Now we are starting to get get flyovers at night.....great, make it so we can't
get to sleep. This is the Navy that is supposed to be protecting us....hah.
So loud I couldn't hear the person next to me speaking.
Low flying growler aircraft disrupting my life
EXTREMELY LOUD GROWLER OVER QUIET LOPEZ ISLAND!!!!
Mt Vernon. Not sure what they're flying out there right now, but I'm
indoors with headphones on and I can feel the jet noise in my throat.
Somehow the "Sound of Freedom" has me trapped indoors.
Second time in 5 minutes- flying right up middle of island S to N.

Low flying growler aircraft

Low flying growler aircraft disrupting my dinner

So very loud, I thought my windows would break!

Multiple low flying growler aircraft

Low flying growler aircraft with gear down based on excessive noise

Multiple low flying growler aircraft

Multiple low flying growler aircraft with gear down

Multiple low flying growler aircraft with gear down and extremely loud over
my house

Rumble and vibration with a low growler flyover, disrupting my day
All day flights Over my house, extremely loud and intrusive!!!
Low flying growler aircraft
Low flying growler aircraft
Most of day there have been low flying growler aircraft over my house
disrupting my life
Multiple low flying loud growler aircraft disrupting my afternoon
Very loud low flying growler aircraft disrupting my life
Growler aircraft flying over my house every 5 minutes, what the heck is
going on? This is unfair to islanders!!

Multiple low flying growlers
One after another low flying growler aircraft
I could report this every time the Growlers are acactive!
And yet another low flying growler aircraft
Noisy low flying growler aircraft
"Extremely loud overhead, above the Village. It is unnerving, and I find it
disturbing even in a well insulated home. I would find it piercing if I were
outside. Really, over a populated, beautifully treasured landscape???

Low flying growler aircraft with gear down

The noise is deafening and it has been going on a couple of days. I can
barely stand to be outdoors, and now is the time to be in the garden.
Painful.

Multiple low flying growler aircraft

2 growlers

Forks under assault by two low flying Growlers…leave town! Don’t jettison
exhaust and particles over animals and people!! Sound risk for children on
playground!!

Several planes, continuous disruption for many minutes

Forks - again night flights directly over town. Been hearing them for the last

2 GROWLERS OVERHEAD!!!
A terrible loud noise above my head

half hour…last bit of play, or just starting?

LOUD GROWLER OVERHEAD disrupting story time with my grandson.

Forks - Loud circling causing neighbors dogs to bark. Deep rumble heard
distinctly over a dump truck delivering gravel to my front yard.

Number 2 disrupting jet in a row!

Low flying growler aircraft

"Some of the LOUDEST JET NOISE EVER!!

We feel like we are in a WAR ZONE!"
Almost continuous loud roaring and vibration. Extremely stress inducing.

8:51. PLEASE RELOCATE TO A LESS ENVIRONMENTALLY SENSITIVE AND
POPULOUS AREA. OVER THE OCEAN. DESERT. GET OFF THE I-5 corridor!! Go
to Aberdeen!

Intermittent roaring today. Never a welcome sound.

Another full day of strafing the San jusns

9:15.. Jets running nonstop now. So depressing. Trying to go to bed. ALL
DAY LONG. ENOUGH. At least do it during reasonable hours. No schedule.
Can't plan to be away cuz don't know when it's happening. Inaccurate
schedule on navy page. I hate this.

Are we at war at home?! It felt like the plane/s were circling my property.
I've reported before but it has never been as loud as this.

"All day. ALL. DAY. LONG. Rumbling ALL DAY LONG. Interspersed with
screaming jets flying WAY too low.

Constant roar all morning across the water. Enough to shake house. And
now direct fly overs. Middle of Lopez
Damn the growlers are too loud for residential area.

It's now 5:18 and it STILL hasn't stopped. "

Direct fly overs shattering noise

Horrible ongoing roaring, rattles the inside of my head and is painful to
inner ear. The roaring from growlers is DREADFUL and affects all terrestrial
and marine life. STOP allowing growlers to utterly destroy the acoustic
environment.

Direct flyover

I’m not trying to sleep or anything…so low, so loud, so annoying

It was so loud that we could not carry on a conversation, it hurt our ears,
and scared our livestock. It went right over our farm.

It's been all day long.
Jets roaring directly overhead, circling around again and again.
So, are they doing low-altitude flyovers just for fun now? Because that sure
is what it sounds like.
The terrible roaring of growlers overwhelms all other sounds including
sounds that many species rely on for survival. Roaring this morning has
been going on for hours, almost continuously.
3 LOUD events today—at about 1, 5, 9. THIS IS AWFUL!!
3 planes, 500-700’ right over the house. Shook the entire house.

Directly over the house about 600’ altitude.
Go somewhere else!

Jets have been flying overhead for much of the day. Terribly noisy.
Unsettling and disruptive.
Jets have been going nonstop for over 2 hours, right over the top of our
home and over our neighbors. Some are flying the approved elevation,
others are swooping low; decibel levels measured well over 110 - which
damages hearing. I'm trying to work.
Lately the night flights disrupt any intention of sleeping. It's tiring and
agitating and there must be room for sustaining schedules that do not
impact sleep patterns.
OBNOXIOUS— noise lasted a long time
Rolling blast waves all morning

Sounded like the afterburner for a few seconds. Very Very Loud. Please go
to China Lake!
"That noise scared us all - why do you make this noise around homes? This
should be done over the dessert or some other unpopulated place
The Russians waging war on Ukrainian. Navy Whidbey waging war on
Washington State residents
Too late for this stuff
Very low fly over right over Anacortes airport
Waging war on our own citizens. That money could be used for
humanitarian aid in europe
While on a walk and unable to carry on a conversation.
Yet another peaceful morning shattered
Low flying growler aircraft
Low flying growler aircraft
Another afternoon and evening of growlers roaring. Even when distant, this
is extremely unpleasant, horrible, stress inducing noise.
Another morning of DREADFUL ongoing roaring. Painful to inner ear, very
stressful, extremely unpleasant. This noise destroys all sense of well being
in the entire region. Bring an end to it now! The affects on marine animals is
now well documented.
Another take off. Broke through nose cancelling headphones. Jarring.
Disruptive. Upsetting. STOP
"Growler noise most of the day, continuing now into the evening. The noise
is loud enough to overwhelm even indoor sounds. This is the time of day to
wind down, prepare for bed. Instead, the hideous, invasive noise from
growlers fills the evening.

Have heard jt noise pretty much all day .
Heard inside house while vacuuming.
Our heavily built house is shaking from the growlers' vibrations. The sense
of dread that accompanies the growlers' roaring is immediate. The noise
and other effects from the growlers is insidious and perverse. This affects all
marine life as well.
Repeated roaring this morning. Noise and vibration, even when not
overwhelming noise, causes horrible ongoing stress response. Noise that
disturbs and overwhelms all meaningful sound in the environment,
meaningful sounds on which life depends.
Super loud, rumbling at 9:22pm on Sunday night. On and off for half a
minute at a time. Very offputting feeling. Not sure what it is but its very
loud and spooky.
This was a bad day for both jet noise and growlers. The noise from jets and
growlers overwhelms everything else in the acoustic environment. The
noise is horrible and stressful.
Roaring yesterday into the evening, and for most of this morning.
Jets roaring overhead and nearby. Growlers roaring in the distance. This
noise is painful and harmful, simply dreadful.
Loudest I have ever heard. Very disruptive.
Trying to write, but Growler noise disturbs my mental focus. Usually I can
forge ahead, but today the noise reminds me of what’s happening in
Ukraine to so many innocent civilians. I’m not opposed to the Growlers, but
move them to an isolated area!
Super obnoxious and loud. Yes, I know there is a war going on, but they
shouldn't be doing that here with our sensitive ecosystem and need for
quiet.
This last jet was flying very low over Olga. Loud and disruptive.

Another fly over in Olga, east end of Orcas.
Last night at around 2am I was awoken by a jet passing over. "
Another jet flying near Olga this morning.
Jet flying over Olga this morning. Disrupted the peace.
Jets in the distance but I'll bet that on the next round they will be right
overhead.

You need to enable audio clip submissions so you can hear what these
f******* jets sound like at the Hoh national park and here. Shame on you!
Has been overhead last ten minutes.
MORE!!!
Is no quiet around the Olympic national park??
Another jet flying over Olga. Disturbing and increased frequency.

Second fly over this morning here in Olga.

Another jet roaring over Olga.

Yet another jet flying over Olga.

Low flying, circling over town. Wearing ear protection and shooting rifles,
still stopped activity, felt rumble and stopped talk. Tried calling Rob so he’d
hear them over the phone.

Another fly over in Olga, Orcas Island. The jets have increased in frequency
since last month.
Been at it all day - now that it is dark, the noise and rumble is significantly
louder.
Coupeville
Ridiculous, how many exemptions does the Navy have to do this!!!!???!.
Coupeville, location map not working
In Freeland!
Low flying. Looked like plane out joy riding disrupting the quiet Edmonds
Mukilteo area. NOT FUNNY! THIS IS NOT A TRAINING AREA.!!!!!!!!!!!

You try putting kids to bed for school with these flying overhead!
"again
Forks - All bloody day! Low rumbles and vibrations and then blasting after
burners circling over and over again. Enough on a moderate clear day to
cause black or pressure to rise…seriously! 151/68
Forks - two Growlers directly overhead, well under 10k feet. Low slow
circles right over town. After burners blasting and hurt my ears so covered.
continuing to fly directly over town still, ten minutes later. Loud and my
chest rumbling
of course it's loud! It's 2130!

F***! What is this place, a low-level bombing range? We're on vacation
here to escape noise!!! F***!!!!!
Our son is Army and so happy he's not part of the Navy's Annoy Visitors to
the Olympic Peninsula's Parks and Beaches Club. Screw these Navy f******
jets.
The SOB came back, even louder!!!

We've been reporting these for what-- an hour now? ENOUGH!
WHY WON'T THEY JUST GO AWAY!!!
Forks - deep low rumbles overhead as planes chase over town, river, prairie
and out to the ocean…round and round.

Forks - jets continue repetitive flyovers, town and county residents
bombarded by roars, growls and incessant circling.

Betsy Howell"

Growlers loud over head while playing in back yard with grand kids.

This has been going on for days. They start late evening. I am undergoing
medical treatments. This is affecting my health

Growlers making so much noise

Interfered with my sleep.. I’m up now when I should be sleeping.

This has been nearly constant for the past two hours or more. I thought it
was supposed to stop at 10pm.

The Aircraft was vibrating my house and couch and table audibly and the
vibration was going through my body. Very unpleasant. Good I wasn't
asleep yet.

Tuesday and Wednesday night we have had jet noise right over our home.
We made sure when we purchased our home we were not in an area that
would be effected by the load noise pollution. The noise is very hard on our
mental stability.
Loud enough to heard while driving in a car down the freeway.
municipal quiet hours begin at 10 pm
when the growlers fly over my dog barks, so i kick him in the face.
you continue to prove that you are not about maintaining peace
i will never stop complaining. i blame the US military for russia's invasion of
ukraine.
maybe i should gun my motorcycle engine outside your house while you're
trying to enjoy your evening. C*********s.
f*** you
it's 2330 and this s***s been going on for three hours. time to shut it down,
boys.
The noise from the jets was extremely loud last night and went on past 10
p.m. Ten p.m. should be the cutoff time. People have to sleep! With all the
technology, why can't you make a muffler for these things?
Thanks,

Growlers making life hell with all their noise
Very low fly over, ear splitting noise. Recorded the noise and was still very
load even though it took me time to grab my phone. Recording available if
requested. Stopped kids playing and they were inside.
They said they were not flying this week. They have flown every day. Very
loud.
Loud rumble through the entire house. Another night of no sleep. This is
war on the locals.
Very loud flights. Late at night and can not sleep again. I am so tired after all
the flights this week and not sleeping. I feel drained and can not focus. Not
sleeping due to jet noise.
Very loud burst of flights through out the night. Making it hard to go to
sleep.
The jets have been flying since 8am. They are so loud currently we can not
be outside and it is hard to be inside. There is no where to escape. It is a
constant loud rumble. We can not do home school, can not be outside and
they woke up the babies.
Posted earlier that it sounded like they were a little quieter but could still
hear the rumble and maybe at Oak Harbor. I take that back. I took out my
noise canceling headphones and it sounds like they are in my back yard. No
sleep again.

Started around 8pm. Very loud at first then small break around 9:15.
Started again but sounds like flying out of Oak Harbor.
WTF growlers flying low and loud over residential neighborhood

Unbelievably loud engine burst. Frightened many animals, both wild and
pet. Vibration of home structure felt. Continued extremely loud jet noise.
Time to end the harassment of every living creature within a 50 mile
vicinity.

People are trying to have a relaxing evening at home. You are wrecking it.

Growlers making noise and ruining peace for everyone in the area

Please stop now. People need to sleep. Send the Growlers to Ukraine where
they will do some good. They are not legal here.

Hey trying to sleep in my home and growlers making that impossible

Right on time again, ruining people's quiet evening at home.
What a threatening sound. Are we being attacked?
Growlers making life here pure hell. They are too loud to be training here
over densely populated area.
I do not know what the aircraft noise was except it sounded like the space
shuttle. There is no need for this type of noise in a developed area,
especially multiple times within an hour.
Aircraft noise until late last night wasn't enough so it's continued this
morning. Thank you for being such good neighbor. Time to move to war
machines.
Please stop the insanity of continuous jet noise all night long. Move the
training to a remote place in the US. Flying this late at night indicates the
lack of consideration for WA state citizens.
Sounded like the space shuttle reentering, without the sonic booms
The jet noise has been continuous for nearly an hour. Please make it stop.
Too loud, too early, too late, too often.
Extremely loud jet noise continuously. Disrupting normal home life. Sounds
like reports of Ukrainian war. Please move this insanity being bestowed on
Washington citizens.

Continuous for the past 45 minutes or so.
Hey people live here. Get the damn growlers out of here to a remote place.
El centro in Arizona desert comes to mind
So noisy we can't hear each other in our home now. They were very noisy
last night as well making sleeping impossible, Please re site these jets to a
more appropriate less intrusive location.
Is it too much to expect to have some peace and quiet in my own home?
The growlers are too loud to be flying in a residential area. El Centro in
Arizona is much better remote location for this.
Forks…and they are back! Circling overhead and blasting us with noise and
rumbles I feel in my chest…It’s like they want to announce their presence
and harass us. Hoping it doesn’t last all day like yesterday.
Forks Elk Creek Trail - very loud circling by Growlers stopping conversation
with my hiking buddy. Ultra annoying! Even birds stopped the chatter.
Forks Elks Creek Conservancy Trail - circled four times just above the low
cloud cover. Very loud. Stopped conversations as we hiked, disturbing bed
noise and creek babbles.
Forks - Constant circling on and off all morning and early afternoon.
Growlers flying above residential area making us wear sound cancelling
headphones. What a life!
God how can this level of growler noise be legal in residential area

How about a break from the noisy growlers. This is a residential area!!!!

Another night of growlers making life here hell

Beautiful sunny peaceful evening until the growlers flew over

Come on this is really impacting having a normal life living below where
noisy growlers fly

Wtf another growler shattering our lives below
Growlers out on their daily mission to deafen us in our homes. This has got
to stop
Another disrupted night with growlers making noise
Growlers making too much noise for everyone living below
Stop this insane growler traing so close to houses.
Growlers making life hell for Americans trying to live here. Way too loud for
residential area
82db Must be the morning rush.

God I hope they find a new home for the ear piercing growlers to fly. It is
just torture to have this happen every day.
Growlers again tonight. WTF can't I have one night of peace in my home?
Growlers making noise and bringing hell to people below. We just want to
live out our lives without the horrendous noise each day
Just looking for some quiet in my own home. The growlers are making that
impossible. So damn loud.
Very loud flyover of growlers

82db Thank you Growler pilots. Yes I blame you personally.

How long will the growlers keep blasting our nerves with their deafening
noise

83db Half a dozen reports already. Going for a record.

Loud and disruptive growlers

83db This is my 20th submission for the day. And this is also my last
submission ever. I've had it. I'm packing up and moving. Good luck
everyone.

Growlers making a hellish noise

85db Come on. I know I'm not dreaming because I haven't had a good
afternoon nap in weeks.
85db Really? This is not right.
Growlers tearing up the sky and my eardrums.
Growlers starting their daily ear assault on the citizens below
Flying right above the campground at 10:30PM
Growlers have been roaring above the park for 2 hours now— it’s damaging
to the park atmosphere/wildlife/visitors

I was out for a peaceful walk then ear shattering growlers flew over
Growlers making noise. It's what they do. Really hard to believe they can
make this much noise legally. It is impacting so many lives
Another eardrum damaging growler overflight
God this is insane. I need to be able to sleep in my own home. Growlers get
the hell out of here.
Geez this is really getting old. Growlers ruining the peace of the night. So
loud they need to fly these in remote location - not in residential area like
they are doing here.....

"Can you listen to and experience how EA-18G Growler's jet noise could
decimate listening to this music?

Growler noise making life difficult for those of us living here. Arizona seems
like much better remote spot for this.

https://music.youtube.com/watch?v=iiqkFkO_Os0&feature=share"

Growlers making life hell for those below just trying to live our lives

My guest has not slept in 20 hours and the EA-18 Growler jets at this time
are flying. NAS Whidbey is bereft of respect for anyone on the ground by
flying jest so low and close to residences. YOU DENY US ACCESS TO OUR
PROPERTY WITHOUT PERMISSION!

Ear shattering growlers making life impossible below

NAS WHIDBEY ISLAND, STOP FLYING AT OLF. PICTURE THAT YOU HAVE A
MILITARY AUTHORITARIAN PERSONALITY DISORDER WITH SOCIOPATHIC
NARCISSISTIC PROPENSITIES. BY REPEATED DAMAGING CYCLES OF JET
NOISE THIS IS WHO YOU ARE.
STOP DESTROYING THE QUALITY OF LIFE HERE AND OUR ABILITY TO ACCESS
OUR PROPERTY!
The Jets are too noisy. Last night they flew until 11:50. In order to get a
sense of the noise on NAS Whidbey Report Jet Noise phone, I request that
the Captain take his camp cot and sleep at the end of the runway to validate
the Navy's noise model
The noise denies us the use and access to our property!
Too loud and too many repeated repetitious cycles over several hours
makes for an inability to access one's property. Also, there are many
deleterious health aspects attributable to this noise! NAS Whidbey doesn't
give a damn for us.
Trying to relax in my home and instead I am pounded by extremely loud
Growlers practicing landings.

Loud fly over.
Growlers buzzing Camano making ears ring. The need to move some of
them to remote location as it is impacting life of those below.
Too loud- over ahead - heard inside house!
Growler landing practice going on for hours already this evening. It's now
approach 2200 and they seem to be intensifying the noise level. Very
difficult to keep a "normal" sleep schedule when these jokers are at it late
into the night!!!
Growler overflights making a lot of noise
Flying low, heard loudly in home drowning out radio.
Sadly common acoustic assault- us navy battering civilians in Western
Washington. Sounds like a war without the bombs. Anacortes, Tuesday
afternoon.
Searing tearing metallic screaming aircraft- navy warplanes tearing up the
Anacortes skies- can’t even hear the state of the Union speech or rebuttalTV drowned out by extreme noise in my own home. Navy abuse, routine
business. Unconscionable
Loud fly over

Growlers starting their nightly noise assault on the home owners

Roaring noise from 8 until after 11. Unable to sleep.

Growler noise against disturbing our evening

Come on the growler overflights are way too loud for a residential area

Very loud Growler training at OLF.

Growler landing practice continues past 2200 hours ... TAPS. Quiet

Our 16 month old grandson is here with his parents, for the first time since
his birth, for 2 nights in Coupeville. Growlers are shake-your-whole-body
loud, so harmful to all, especially our grandson. Relocate the Growlers!
Siting all here is crazy.

Density Altitude: (minus) -1100 feet

Non stop roaring noise heard inside my home from 8:30 to 11PM. Disrupted
my sleep. They are at least six miles away and are so loud! Can't imagine the
poor people who live closer.

Deafening fly over.

Continuous background noise punctuated by shockingly loud flyovers ...
Monday means "All Day" Growlers.
Heard inside house.
Growler landing practice on the "east-side Whidbey" runway began before
noon today and continues, likely throughout the day. Growler landing
practice lasted until MIDNIGHT last night (April 13, 2022). Extremely
disturbing!
Numerous repeated Growler overflights all morning long.
Hours long landing practice noise!
While weeding, a commercial jet flys low over head- not very loud- then the
loud thundering noise from a growler drowns out the noise. So far away
can't be seen- but is deafening.
Growler landing NOISE all evening long ... and, just as last night when they
flew until 11:45pm ... it seems they will continue until midnight again
tonight. Very distressing!
Hard to enjoy breakfast with jet screaming over.
Loud fly over
Another loud fly over.
Tried to rest after being kept awake last night after 11PM, due to jet noise.
Just as I lay down- jets started up for another 45 minutes.

Density altitude: (minus) -800 feet. Acoustic energy emissions from USN
aircraft are bone-crushing!

Thundering over head- can hardly hear TV
No attention to the health and welfare of those living on the ground! NAS
WHIDBEY ISLAND, PICTURE YOUR MILITARY AUTHORITARIAN PERSONALITY
DISORDER WITH SOCIOPATHIC NARCISSISTIC TENDENCIES. BY REPEATED
DAMAGING CYCLES OF NOISE YOU DESTROY!
Jets have been flying for a couple of hours. And I think they are actually
getting louder. More after burner.
"Acoustic energy emissions are extremely intense.
Density altitude: (minus) -1400 feet"
The Growlers have been flying non stop in Coupeville today. Its now
11:05pm and I can’t sleep. Every time I start to doze off another roar begins
and I wake back up. Jet training shouldn’t be at the expense of citizens’
health and wellbeing.
The point of noise curfews is to promote health, safety, welfare, and the
peace and quiet of community inhabitants. So why are the Growlers still
flying over our homes at 11:30pm? The jets are meant to protect our
communities - not harm them. Right?
Working on research for a dead whale. Flights on Saturday, not supposed to
be flying. Made it hard to communicate with each other at times and
collect data.
Jet noise finally (hopefully) stopped at 11:50pm in Coupeville. Any little
sound from outside incites the feeling of anxiety that another round will
start again. Hope to fall asleep soon…

SE Lopez, 11 Mar 22, Fri: 7:46am - GIANT RUMBLE ! ! ! 85 DECIBELS.
SE Lopez, 21 Mar22, Mon: 9:37am (60-75 dB. 4pm - 8pm Solid ROARING 75
- 80 dB for hours. Zero FCLP's scheduled. . . ??????
SE Lopez, 22 Mar 22, Tue: 9:30am - 7:45pm - Constant ROARING with a few
breaks. 11 hours of mind-bending screaming jets. ENOUGH!
SE Lopez, 24 Mar 22, Thur: 8:46am - 75.3 dB. What a ghastly way to start the
day.
SE Lopez, 25 Mar 22, Fri: Overflight at 11:10am - 78.8 dB inside. 88.8 dB
outside.
Deafening fly over- extremely loud.
Windows ate rattling and it is unbearable
Intense acoustic energy emissions from USN aircraft make outside activity
hazardous. Seeking shelter now.
Bone-crushing acoustic energy emissions
Growler noise -so loud-almost drowning out the sound of the TV
"2nd night of overhead flying-lasted till 11:23 PM on 4-12, measuring 94.3
decibels inside the house.
4-13 measured 91.8 inside/downstairs and flying went on till 11:30 PMEnough already-please"
They began by flying directly overhead and it peaked at 94.3- that is inside
the house with no windows/doors open. Horrible - it felt like a warzonewhile they were overhead.
Loud fly over.
Density altitude: (minus) -1000 feet

"Do you know there are over 16,000 people who live on Camano Island?
And 80,000 more on Whidbey? Growler jets should NOT be flying anywhere
near population centers, put them out in a desert where they wont cause
stress and hearing loss!!!
Loud, long, thundering noise over house.
High power settings, low altitude.
On a Sunday morning we get awoken by GD jet noise from the Navy as they
fly over Coupeville. This is absolutely the most disrespectful branch of the
US military!!!!!!!!!
"Density altitude: (minus) -1200 feet.
Acoustic shock is crushing."
All day long the growlers have flown over Coupeville, wrecking our peace.
It’s domestic terrorizing
Another navy jet smashing the peace high overhead
Another Growler jet, after another and another. Will we ever know a
peaceful soundscape again in Coupeville or anywhere in the north Puget
Sound?
We are sick to death of being terrorized by the US Navy and their GD
growler jets.
Navy growlers flying over Coupeville again destroying our peace!!!!!
It’s 11:47 PM and the jets at OLF are just now leaving, insane is what this is.
We are prisoners of the navy’s torture
"Density altitude: (minus) -1300 feet.
Risk of injury from acoustic shock trauma is very high."
P-8 aircraft now flying directly over coupeville, we are being bombarded by
the Navy.

Another agonizing evening of horrific jet noise coming from the OLF

Nothing like jet noise on an otherwise lovely Saturday morning. Coupeville.

And so it begins, another week of all-day-long jet noise shattering the peace
of Coupeville

ongoing growler noise noise NOISE at the OLF. horrible jet noise!!

Will we who live and have made our homes in Coupeville ever know peace
again?
Another loud growler jet high in the sky terrorizing our peace in Coupeville
The Navy can go to hell!!!!!
Another jet to smash our peace
10:30 pm. Coupeville. Extremely loud … multiple flyovers.
8:15 am. SUNDAY again this weekend. Coupeville.
Another night of abhorrent noise from the growlers at OLF… it’s non stop
awful!!

Saturday jet noise.
Sounds like a growler in coming down the driveway!!! Sick. Of. The. NOISE!
The growlers are at the OLF tonight. Constant noise and my anxiety has just
gone through the roof with the thought of having to deal with this into the
later evening hours. I cannot believe we have to endure this kind of noise in
OUR OWN HOME!!!
They started at the OLF at 8:00 tonight. It’s 10:30 now and they’re still
flying. Hellish noise. Please stop.
Two jets side by side. Double the noise for us. Is this what a good neighbor
does?
Windows vibrating, dishes rattling.... SO DAMN LOUD over Coupeville!!

Another shuttle launch over Coupeville in the form of a growler jet. SO
DAMN LOUD as it ascends to spew its noise probably on the once quietest
place on earth - Olympic National Park.

Hell in the sky as they fly overhead doing operations at the OLF. How did
we come to be deserving of such brutal and continuous punishment? F You
NAVY!

FIVE jets together over Coupeville… FIVE times the noise. Good god, is this
how a good neighbor behaves?

Last I checked mid-afternoon doesn’t mean 10:30 at night. Sad they can’t
even keep to a decent schedule

It’s 10:30 pm… hey Navy! Stop the noise. There are people here trying to
sleep!!

Too loud! Too low! They need to go

Low and slow Growler over Coupeville Town, gear down for an extra noisy
flyover. Thanks, Navy!
No peace, even on the weekend!!
NOISE ALL THE TIME from noon until now, 2:07 pm. Constant wooshing, jet
noise from OLF and over Coupeville.
Noise. Noise. Noise. Ear splitting noise!! Over and over again!

I’m trying to sleep and the walls are shaking..
They shouldn’t be flying now, it’s not on the schedule. Last I checked 8pm is
not mid-afternoon
"Awful noise!!!! Kids can’t sleep. We can’t sleep. Went till 11:30 pm last
night.
Please have a curfew like the town and campgrounds"

Stop by 10:00 pm please….,,..
Once again the goddamn navy is flying late into the night disrupting our
sleep .
Loud, flying over heard from inside home.
Unbearable 8:15pm on non stop
Loud, low over the house. This I the 6th plane since 8ish. They are supposed
to be practicing at the Coupville field.
I can't seem to get away from the growler noise
"11:02 p.m. Another night of no sleep for seniors, children, the sick……
How does Naval Command justify this assault when there are thousands of
other locations available to USN for this training that do not harm the
citizens? "

Over and over again the jets fly over the town of Coupeville headed east
and west high in the sky, but still blasting us with noise! Get out of here,
you are ruining our lives!!!!!!
Are we ever going to get some peace?
Very low and extremely loud over town in Coupeville, this is terrorizing to
the civil community. UNACCEPTABLE
Naval Command wants their pilots to be able to touch and go late at night.
Of course, USN has thousands of locations to conduct this training without
disturbing US citizens. Meanwhile, the elderly and the young struggle with
loss of sleep.
Noise filling the sky and my house
Out enjoying the day until noisy growlers flew over.

11:18 p.m. Still no sleep for senior citizens, children ….

When you try to fall asleep but can’t because a jet is flying over your house
when it’s not on the schedule

11:36 p.m. No sleep for seniors, children…..does Naval Command care……

The 5th plane to fly over. This was the loudest!

11:06 p.m. Naval Command wants the Growler pilots to practice touch and
go late at night. USN has thousands of locations available for this purpose
without harming the young, the elderly, the sick. Pathetic.

Extremely loud jet noise at 11 pm .It’s been going on for hours and as usual
with the f******* navy will continue for some time. They have no regard
for people who need to sleep or anything other than the “mission.JP Port
Townsend

Another jet , climbing out over town of Coupeville, screaming and
screeching as it destroys our peace

F****** navy 10 pm and it sounds like world war 3 outside. Once again the
navy shows what a good neighbor they are

Desperate for quiet as I try to rest from surgery, the jets pummeled me over
and over flying high overhead in Coupeville.

Shopping for plants- deafening noise over head.

Low loud and slow over the town of Coupeville, smashing our peace

Forks and ONP - another day of rain and thunder…not thunder, jets! Grrr
Over and over disturbing the rainy day peace.

Crushing acoustic energy emissions.
There is no reason jets should be flying over residential areas after 10 pm.

There is nothing left to say.The goddamn navy is the worst neighbor ever. I
hate them with all my heart! I hope all the growlers go away for ever and
we can enjoy the quiet skies we once had!
Metallic screaming of navy warplanes. Repeatedly interrupting
communication in medial office. Making care with elderly hard of hearing
patients very difficult. All morning so far on a Tuesday. Oak Harbor
Ridiculous!
That is too late for jets to be flying over residential areas.

9:33pm Quarry Pond campground. Deafening noise
I can’t even hear myself think due to how noisy it is. ITS 9:34PM! What the
heck are you even thinking?? Fly higher or not at all!
Loudest it’s been all day and it’s 9:39pm.
Noise cancelling headphones set to highest level and can still hear jets. At
9:39PM. What. The………
Thanks for this late night festival of LOUD planes right over my tent

Deafening- 3rd plane - loud low- trying to enjoy ice cream with the kids.

The jets have ruined Deception Pass. Every time I’m in the park, they’re
right above and low. So much for preserving natural spaces

Deafening- 4th plane low- loud- unable to enjoy an ice cream with my
grandkids- they also interrupted my enjoy ment of the tulip festival.

It’s 8PM on a Friday….. Leave us alone already!

Deafening- stopping for ice cream with kids.

So much for not training— it’s been 1 hour of flying directly over Deception
Pass

Continual growler sorties
Ear shattering growlers fly low and loud
My entire day gets disrupted when jets fly over for hours at a time and not
allowing me to get anything done or relax whatsoever
Another day where I’m literally fleeing the house due to how noisy the jets
are
You’re seriously starting up at 10:15pm??

You can’t do Growler flights at a better night time? Say, 8PM v 11PM? Leave
us alone! It’s bad enough you fly around with no regard for anyone in the
daylight hours
NOT OVER CAMPGROUNDS
Still STILL jets
The jets fly with no oversight— why is okay that they fly at 8:30PM on a
Friday night? Unacceptable

Here’s my problem: there’s no oversight. Jets have been flying from 10am
to now 8pm and the “schedule” said night/late night. This isn’t the first
time. Emergencies happen, yes, but NAS is abusing the system— there’s no
predicting when the jets fly.

Why a Growler so low on the weekend??

Jets shouldn’t be rattling my house at 8:30pm. Limits need to be in place

It’s past 22:00…. You’re being too loud

11:06PM. Unbelievable

8:45 really?? It’s loud enough that I can’t even have a conversation…. in my
house.

Why the heck are they being so loud in the weekend??!
Stop flying over campgrounds and parks!

Mt Vernon: Not sure what they're flying out there right now, but I'm
indoors with headphones on and I can feel the jet noise in my throat.
Somehow the "Sound of Freedom" has me trapped indoors.
I can’t hear anything except jets they’re so loud
I have to escape my house to get any semblance of peace due to jets.
Uncontrolled jet noise is TERRIBLE for mental health
I’m trying to camp and enjoy nature!
It’s 10:30PM. And I want to sleep. And the Growler is flying literally right
over my house. Just, stop please. Show respect
It’s a parade of jets at 8:50 above the Quarry Pond campground and it’s so
loud

I’ve definitely done (accurately) over 25 of these reports today due to how
disruptive they are
If there’s supposed to be no training this week, why have they been roaring
right above my house?
It's after 11:00 at night and multiple planes low over North Whidbey--we
can make complaints here but no one is listening, no one is stopping the
noise--and it's getting worse. How is this ever acceptable, but especially at
night?
Why do they even make a schedule when they never actually follow it?
Things come up, yes, but this is terrible! I had so much hope for today, but
yet another day of being forced to hide inside. Thanks.

Keeping me up this late on a non-training week? Thanks.

Again, WHY?!? are you starting your low flyovers at night over campgrounds
when you’re not scheduled?? Give us a break for once!

Loudest it’s been all day at 9pm. Not okay.

Too late

Loudest it’s been all day…. At 22:27

Today is Saturday and it's my understanding this is a no fly day. I see
nothing scheduled. I heard/saw two growlers fly by this morning, and there
is quite a lot of growler-related noise coming from the base. What's up?

NOT OVER CAMPGROUNDS!!!
Why are you flying over a campground this late?
Why are Growlers flying so low above houses at 9:30PM on a Friday?? This.
Needs. To. STOP
Going on for an hour straight of loud Growler noise and it’s now 10:00PM
Points: 1) don’t fly over houses— there’s plenty of water around 2) don’t fly
so low— again, water around to fly over
22:08 Deception Pass and I can hear them even with headphones in
Four hours of pure deafening Growler noise at Deception Pass State Park
which is ironic because I thought parks were supposed to be a place of calm.
How wonderful for visitors and animals alike

Low rumble over Maxwelton Valley. Not loud enough to be a major
disruption but enough to make me stop what I was doing and have that
familiar feeling of anxiety wash over me with the anticipation of the noise
increasing.
Not above tent campers!!!!
Deafening loud even in my house
Jet noise days are ones where I get nothing done because I’m huddled with
my noise cancelling headphones (which are never effective enough) on
inside trying to drown out the deafening noise. It’s not a fun life.
It seems unreasonable when I have to wear noise cancelling headphones at
9:30PM on a Friday due to how loud the Growlers are

This is insane. I’m staying in Quarry Lake CG and can’t sleep at all!
Loud jet noise 9:15PM at Deception Pass
STOP FLYING GROWLERS SO LATE AT NIGHT AJOVE CAMPGROUNDS! That’s
absolutely appalling and rude!
I’m so stressed right now. I just want to sleep!!
In Mt. Vernon. They're relentless today. Every 20 minutes or so there's
another jet or two (or three) and the noise lasts for 2 to 5 minutes each
time. Once again locked indoors or forced to wear earplugs.
I feel absolutely powerless. I fill out these forms, but the jets keep flying
nonstop and there’s no limits to when they’ll fly and how low and how loud.
And I just want some quiet for once. Please.

In Mt. Vernon. I was indoors in a meeting with headphones on and I had to
ask the person I was talking to to pause because I couldn't hear him over
the noise of the jet. It went on for nearly two minutes.
"A beautiful Saturday in April- The glory of Deception Pass State ParkRUINED by screaming, thundering, insanely loud navy warplanes- tearing up
the skies and destroying the peace of the park.
This is abuse of Western WA civilian population"
Here it goes again
Really loud. Also several other loud, long blasts around this time
Trying to enjoy outdoor visit with grandkids ruined by multiple growlers
flying by

This is a non-training week!!!!!! Why the heck are you circling around
Deception Pass for hours on end? Give us a break from your noise/stress
and actually be truthful for once!

Flyover

Mt Vernon. Scary loud jets just now. Had to plug my ears and sit down to
avoid becoming dizzy.

Continuous growling, vibrating the whole house, human body

Still going at 10:40PM on a Friday. It’s disrespectful is what it is

rattled windows

In Mt Vernon. On a riding lawn mower. Wearing hearing protection. Still
shocked by the enormous amount of noise from the jets going overhead.
These things are not compatible with life. Move them someplace
unpopulated.

Flying growler

An unbelievable amount of ear splitting, chest vibrating noise throughout
most of the day yesterday (Thu, Apr 7). It started early in the day and kept
going until 10pm. Stuck indoors again on a beautiful day. Please move to an
uninhabited area!
Another growler wrecking a day out with my family

Flyoverd

Growlers making ear damaging noise.

Flyobers
Vibrations coming up through floor into my body seated in chair
Earaching thundering noise
Beautiful day until the sound from the low flyover came crashing down
upon us.
Have been several others so far today
Lots of vibrations, rattled windows

"Third flight over since arising to enjoy the tulips . Last one was dealing.
Scared the kids.

passing over our Mt Vernon medical clinic for some minutes 5:30 pm. So
loud and disruptive.

Deep, sickening thunder SHAKING my house, navy warplanes nearly 8pm on
a Tuesday, Anacortes near the ferry. Very disturbing sounds - body reacts
to this as it would explosions or earthquake. Terrible. Navy abuse of
civilians.

Noise continued for a while

Wracking, peace wrecking racket- thunder and shaking bringing sounds of
war into my Anacortes home- early evening on a Monday. Navy abusing
the landscape and its people.

Would like to be able to go to sleep. Hope the growler noise stops.
Goes on and on. Do I really have to send in my tax payment given we are
subjected to this huge noise? Respect those who have sacrificed for our
democracy. Wanting to get a small bit of quiet. This noise is unnecessary.
This is an attack on our own.

Another deafening fly over while looking a tulips. Oh and another that is
upsetting a child.

Hurting my ears

"Continues

Not this noise again.

When can I rest?
I want to be able to sleep in my home

Loud jet noise, big rumbling continue. This isn’t a 30 second loud noise
experience but an ongoing blasting noise sound"

Was here before the growlers

Engine run up heard on Aleck Bay

Chasing me away

Flying over

Thought they were only to attack enemy not civilians especially US citizens"

Flying warplane

Deafening- low loud 2nd plane in 2 minutes.

Very loud flying

Vibrated house

"Not sure how to accurately report this as the noise doesn’t stop while
report is specific to just one short segment of time.

VERY low flyover of a commercial airplane, but this didn't generate nearly
the noise of a Growler. I noticed the noise and was surprised at how low the
plane was flying, but this didn't have the intensity of the growler noise.

You get these long loud walls of deep sound with a lighter sound not that
often. Just keeps going. Quiet doesn’t happen"

Continues for a while

Various engine noise has been occurring and ongoing all afternoon, with
multiple flight paths

Awful metallic scraping, thunderous sounds through the windowless office
room, over the ambient noise of the office- disrupting thought processes-

Huge engine run up noise rattling everything

"Oh please not like yesterday evening and well into the night

Direct flyover

ENOUGH. Willie McCool learned to fly a space capsule using a simulator.
Ths oeration is a lot of drama for little benefit and a great deal of harm.
Isn't the military smarter than this?"
Several flying growlers. Very disturbing
Disrupting sleep. Some of us work early in the morning.
11:05am. 4/18 S Lopez. LOUD LOUD LOUD SCREAMING JET OVERHEAD. The
noise goes on and on and on. DISRUPTIVE.
11:21am. 4/18. South Lopez. the skies are FILLED with jet noise. Constant
roaring.
About 3:45pm, I think, 4/18. South Lopez. Tremendous booming roar and
vibrating wall of noise from Whidbey. Woke me up from a much needed
sleep.
10:23am 4/18. MORE VIBRATING RUMBLING from NASWI. I am trying to
concentrate on my work. The floor vibrates. The noise is loud. But I WILL
REPORT THIS INVASION.
4:40pm. April 18, S. Lopez. Long booming roar. It went on and on and on.
The air was vibrating. Jet from NASWI.
10:12am, April 18. S Lopez. Here we go again. Rumbling vibrating loud jet
roaring from Whidbey. Vibrating noise from jet taking off, I suppose,
because now it sounds like it is in the air.
10:20am, 4/18. AGAIN. Looks like this will be one of those days that get on
our nerves as we continuously feel and hear roaring vibrations of jet activity
at Whidbey. Larsen, of course, does not know the word MITIGATION
anymore. He used it once.

who lack the guts to face the degradation to this environment. They are too
anxious to please Navy.
11:57am. 4/18 S Lopez. ANOTHER rumbling roar from NASWI. Feel the
vibrations.
12:17pm, 4/18. S Lopez. ANOTHER RUMBLING VIBRATING ROAR FROM
NASWI. I can't report all of them because I am busy. But I am trying to
report most of them.
April 18, 10:03am. S Lopez. RUMBLING LOUD VIBRATING ROAR from
Whidbey!
April 19. 2022 South Lopez afternoon. Out for a walk. LOUD jet noise over
South Lopez. It hangs in the air.
SE Lopez, 29 Apr 2022, Fri: 8:10 - 10:01am Growling, shaking and screaming
jets are making our region unlivable.
SE LOPEZ, APR 13, 2022, Wed: 3pm - 11pm.
8 hours of near constant
screaming, roaring , blasting and shaking. Our homes are not places of
refuge. The Navy and Murray and Larsen have committed our region to
being a WAR TRAINING ZONE. Shame!
3:45pm. April 14. South Lopez. LOUD LOUD JET. Noisier than the washing
machine which is running right now. Not acceptable.
9:22am. 4/18 Loud percussive thunder from Whidbey. Southend Lopez.
9:39am South Lopez. April 20. ANOTHER roaring rumble from Whidbey.
The Navy is at it again. Rep Larsen: Remember the word MITIGATION?
April 20, about 9:17am. Distracted from my Zoom call by LOUD
THUNDERING roar and vibrating wall of noise from NASWI. South Lopez.

10:34am 4/18. S. Lopez. The rumbling jet roaring continues. Disruptive,
annoying, Jagged nerves.

F*** em

10:38am 4/18. S Lopez. AGAIN and MORE jet noise rumbling and vibration
from engine run-up and take-off from NASWI. Disgusted with legislators

5 Minutes of sky ripping as they crossed the straits. Flights to no where, no
purpose, just noise

Couldn’t hear the TV
A little after 10:30am. April 20. S Lopez. Vibrating rumbling noise of jet
activity at NASWI feels like an earthquake.

After working really late last night, getting up really early today,am now off
work and home in Anacortes. A good nap would be healthy and amazing,
but my home is plagued by creepy thunder from navy warplanes- mid-day.
Abuse

Around 10:35am. April 20. South Lopez. Zoom call disrupted as my
attention was diverted to my home shaking from jet roar from Whidbey.
Words cannot convey how much it feels like an earthquake.

Peace wrecking warplanes- tearing up the night skies. Anacortes 10:10 pm.
How is this ok day after day, night after night?

Very low pitched engine run like noise

My house is deeply shaking and I can feel it through the floor and my bed
and my body- approaching 9pm in Anacortes- just dreadful and abusive.

"Extremely loud. Hurt my ears inside my house.
Most upsetting and disturbing."
Home from a hard day of work at the hospital, caring for patients - to
Anacortes, with terrible, threatening sounding thunder shaking the back of
my home- still going approaching 8pm. this is horrendous. Sounds like
explosions.
Horrible deep thunder despoiled SUNDAY early evening in Anacortes- near
Washington Park. Warplanes, low and loud from Oak Harbor- sounds
echoing off the clouds and water, carrying for MILES. Shaking deeply,
homes, people and creatures.

Woken from sleep by screaming warplanes- nearly 10 pm. Need sleep to
care for patients as a surgeon in the area. Us nave makes this difficult for
civilians. Anacortes.
It sounded like an enormous explosion, like a bomb had gone off. Only the
total closure or complete destruction of the occupying force can restore
peace. Other people live in places where "Friday" implies respite; here only
more torture and despair.
Some 15+ min of sinister thunder to despoil an otherwise lovely FRIDAY
evening- 9:30 pm, Anacortes, near the ferry. Unconscionable impacts on
civilians and other fauna and flora. Near constant war sounds here. Horrid

Almost 9pm and the house is shaking-low and deep. Feels awful. Navy
abusing civilians in western Washington. Anacortes

Loud over head

Awful thunderous roaring still near TEN pm on a Friday night in Anacortes,
near the ferry. Horrid war sounds.

Peace wrecking racket- ongoing, now 7:30 pm, Anacortes, horrible sounds
deeply shaking the south side of my house. USNavy abuse of civilian
population. Does not belong over civilians- constant like this.

Almost 10 pm and navy warplanes woke me from sleep again in Anacortes.
This is insane.
My home in Anacortes is intermittently shaking from deep, low thunder and
rumbling from the south- from Whidbey navy warplanes. I can feel it in my
bones and it is the antithesis of peace- invading my body like this. Thursday
mid-day

"Low flying growler

Landing gear down"
11:52pm is a bit late for Growler fly overs over populated areas, don't you
think?
I'm proud to hate the military.

I was sound asleep and was startingly awoken by the sound of your growler.
I had to find my way upstairs, still in a sleep state, to report this. This is not
good for my health!

Direct fly over

This was one of the LOUDEST flyovers I've heard. Every bone in my body
was rattling from the sound and vibration. My heart felt like it would come
out of my chest. This is not healthy for a person!

Growlers flying low and loud disrupting life below

YOU WOKE ME UP! Aren't you tired too? Go away.
Low flying growler aircraft with gear down

Go back to where you came from.

Growlers making more noise than I could ever imagine. Who decided to put
so many of these in a residential area? El centro naval base seems like
obvious remote location for these noisy jets to do their training.
Hurts ears outdoors. One wave after another all morning

Low flying 737 military jet

"It is going on 10 pm and the horrific noise over our home in town if
coupeville right by the hospital is not allowing me to get any rest or sleep i
need before my work tomorrow!

Low flying growler aircraft

Please stop flying over our houses in town!!!"

Low flying growler aircraft with gear down

Leave us in peace.

Low flying growler aircraft

Another fly over in Olga.

Annoying GROWLER NOISE ove my home.

"Another fly over in Olga.

It is scary to hear low Growlers at night! They make me sad because war is
such a waste of human energy and terrible for the people and the earth
where they are waged.

Loud fly over

Disrupts reading, talking on phone and thinking.

Multiple planes direct flyovers. Low and loud in every direction

Lots of growler noise today. Seemed like patterns were different…more
directly over or near Olga/Doe Bay. Trying to watch NBA playoffs, but noise
is disrupting and distracting.

NAS Whidbey, Stop destroying the quality of life when I live and my ability
to access my property!

Military Helicopter buzzed the house

Still blasting us after midnight

Roaring at various times throughout the morning. At times enough roaring
to shake the windows. Hideous, harmful , stress inducing noise.

The Navy's noise modeling is based on modeling and a way to lie with
statistics rather than experiential verification. The NAS Whidbey Captain
needs to test the Navy's noise modeling by him sleeping for a month on a
camp cot at the end of the OLF.

Multiple low flying growler aircraft

10:30 at night and noise blasts rolling over the citizens below

Loud fly over

One of the loudest rolling shaking blasts ever

The noise started at 8:20 am this morning… it’s now 10:30 pm and the
growlers continue their noise.

Again another navy jet over Coupeville, booming , thunderous and
inescapable noise smashing our peace in Coupeville

"This noise level is not acceptable. It is a loud rumble when I am trying to
get to sleep.

Another growler jet flying over Coupeville, distressing and totally annoying

You are affecting the quality of my life and my home!"

Another navy jet destroying the peace in Coupeville

Tsunami of sound all morning

Coupeville, jet after jet after jet after jet after jet, smashing our peace and
quiet to oblivion, it’s appalling

You are affecting my sleep. Please go to another place.

High and loud over the town of Coupeville smashing our peaceful lives

Consistent rumbling disrupting our serenity.

Loud growler jet over Coupeville, vibration and rumbling through our home.
Get lost navy

Thundering over head while driving ro the store.
A beautiful spring morning ruined by horrible, painful noise from growlers.

Low and loud over Coupeville again, thanks navy for making our lives
miserable

Horrible ongoing roaring that hurts our eardrums and ruins all sense of calm
in the area. The roaring from growlers is a horrible, destructive, pernicious
noise.

We are absolutely sick to death of hearing growler jet noise in Coupeville,
the navy is committing a criminal offense against the citizens of this town.

Roaring yesterday, roaring today. Roaring growlers utterly destroy the
acoustic environment, destroy all sense of calm and well being.
Rumbles all night
Super loud and slow overhead on the north end of Lopez Island. As it is
today, often when there is low cloud cover, the noisy jets fly very low over
our house. I don't think this was a growler - some other slow very loud
military plane.
Low rumble of approaching jet this morning.
There's another jet disturbing the peace.
May have been a different type of jet, but was extremely loud. I had never
heard military jets this late at night before.

Coupeville 98239
Forks - circling started late morning and continues, right overhead, right
circles nonstop! Grrr.
Low flying growler aircraft
Low flying growler aircraft
Forks - nonstop overhead circling continues. Wearing on my soul as it
destroys my peace. Working in my garden is a constant reminder of war
zones across the world, especially Ukraine. I pray for peace, an end to
Growler noise and freedom from anxiety
Forks - Thunderingly loud. Clap hands over my ears loud. Vibration too and
felt in the chest. Pruning peacefully and totally annoyed. Circled like that
two more times.

Forks: as loud as a clap the thunder followed by low circling rumbles. Even
the dog jumped in alarm at the sudden noise. Nearly ten on a school night.
Not nice, Navy!

Another growler jet on a Sunday morning, is there no level to which the
navy will stoop to in the destruction of peace? Are we to be used as
bombing practice next???

F*** off Navy!!!!!!!! You are a terrorist organization now.

High, loud and totally at odds with a peaceful existence, go away Navy. You
are not welcome here any longer, period!!!!!!

On earth day here in Coupeville, jet noise from the navy is how we are
greeted. It’s abhorrent!!!
Over town in Coupeville, FIVE JETS flying together as they left Ault Field,
come on Navy!!! Have you no sense of decency at all !!!!!!
Freeland
"Rialto Beach and Forks
Flights continue…all blessed day. At one point so loud it stopped the dogs
from raucous play as they looked around. Beach solitude, waves and rock
sounds totally blocked out as jets circled. Yuck!"
"South Lopez location
Also growler jet noise at 10:11, 10:37, 11:04, 11:56am"
9pm in Anacortes and this horrid thunder is going on since I got home from
work. I used to live in a big city and the background noise was more
peaceful than this. this is and abusive and does not belong near civilians.
Horrid throaty thunder of warplanes- as so frequent, despoiling an
otherwise perfectly good Anacortes day, 4-5 pm, so far.
Ridiculous that the navy can disturb our peace si often , so early and with no
recourse for the injured people.
Another high and loud overflight of Coupeville. Outrageous noise we are
subjected to.
Another peace smashing jet on otherwise a quiet evening, go away navy.

Another jet from the navy to smash our peace
Beginning at 8:02 pm, the navy flew almost continuously for 3.5 hrs at OLF ,
absolutely unacceptable behavior to subject the citizenry to. How on earth
are people supposed to get sleep?????
Another loud navy growler over Coupeville
Sick and tired of our peace being shattered by the Navy Growler flights.
It’s insanity, how are the citizens supposed to sleep with the operating at
OLF? We are being TERRORIZED by our own navy
SE Lopez, 1 Apr 22, Mon: A huge roar screaming across the Salish Sea. . .
shattering the quiet at 3:33pm. I know how the startling BLASTS affect us . .
. what insanity we have created in this world. There must be a better way.
SE Lopez, 12 Apr 22, Tue: HUGE Blast - 87.6 decibels inside the house. A
picture actually fell off the wall ! When is enough enough? The Growlers
need to be moved. We are living in a WAR TRAINING ZONE COMPLIMENTS
OF LARSEN AND MURRAY.
SE Lopez, 20 APR 22, Wed: 9:15pm 82.6 decibels followed by 9:18 pm and
80.5 decibels in the house.
"Forks, circling directly overhead and so noisy, stopping conversations . Got
photo of airstreams.

